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NEW QUESTION: 1
Why does cloud computing shift capital cost to variable cost?
A. Cloud computing is more cost-efficient
B. Staff is no longer hired by the customer
C. IT assets are not owned by the customer
D. Servers are better utilized
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
If the language of the relevant agreements indicates that
minority block of stock will be valued on a controlling
ownership interest level of value, a full lack of control
discount will not apply to the transactions to which the
provision is applicable. For example:
A. The agreement may say that the subject shares will be valued
"on an enterprise basis" or as "a per share portion of the
overall company value."
B. Some of the benefits of ownership control are lost due to
public disclosure
C. Lack of control discount may not be inflated due to
influences of ownership control
D. A lack of control discount must be applicable to overall
business value
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which command can you use to set the hostname on a switch?
A. switch-mdf-c1(config)#hostname switch-mdf1
B. switch-mdf-c1(config-if)#hostname switch-mdf1
C. switch-mdf-c1#hostname switch-mdf1
D. switch-mdf-c1&gt;hostname switch-mdf1
Answer: A
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